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1 Introduction 
 
DB2 V12 provides new and modified functions designed to greatly improve DB2 applications 
performance. As often happens, most of them need more real memory to be exploited. 
 
Together with these enhancements, DB2 also provides new metrics collected into new or existing 
IFCIDs. 
 
In this paper, we will discuss the metrics you can use to control some of the most important new 
functions such as: 

 in-memory contiguous buffer pools; 
 index Fast Traverse Block; 
 fast insert. 
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2 In-memory contiguous buffer pools 
 
DB2 12 introduces in-memory contiguous buffer pools as an extension to what was already 
available in V11. 
 
When setting the PGSTEAL(NONE) parameter, DB2 V12 loads the page set pages in memory in 
the same order as they reside on disk and implicitly creates an overflow area to be used for pages 
that do not fit in the buffer pool.  
In-memory contiguous buffer pools allows you to eliminate the hash and LRU chains1 and to reduce 
the get page overhead by using direct row access with great advantages in terms of performance 
improvement and CPU reduction  
 
The size of the overflow area is included in the VPSIZE value for the buffer pool. The area is  
generally 10% of the VPSIZE and in the range of 50 to 6.400 buffers.  
It means that you need more real memory for each in-memory contiguous buffer pool. 
 
The following metrics are produced by the class 1 statistics trace and collected in IFCID 002 for 
each buffer pool:  

 QBSTAGET; the number of non-sequential get page requests using overflowed buffers.  
 QBSTASGE; the number of sequential get page requests using overflowed buffers. 
 QBSTASYN; the number of synchronous read I/O operations for non-sequential get page 

requests using overflowed buffers. 
 QBSTASSE; the number of synchronous read I/O operations for sequential get page 

requests using overflowed buffers.   
 
If any of these counters has a non-zero value it means that the buffer pool is not big enough and 
some pages are accessed in the overflow area with consequent performance degradation. 
The buffer pool size should be increased to avoid that.  
 

3 Index Fast Traverse Block 
 
Many DB2 applications rely heavily on one or more indexes on each table in order to locate specific 
data rows efficiently.  
 
DB2 indexes use a classic “b-tree” structure with a root page, usually one or more levels of non-leaf 
pages and leaf pages pointing to the data pages. 
The more levels of index, the higher the cost in terms of the number of get pages, consequent CPU 
cycles required and elapsed time. 
If the index levels don’t reside in a buffer pool, there will be an additional penalty due to the 
required I/O operations. 
 
To perform more efficient random index lookups DB2 12 introduces the index Fast Traverse Block 
(FTB) function. 
With FTB, DB2 will cache root and non-leaf page information in the FTB storage pool but only for 
UNIQUE indexes with a key size of 64 bytes or less. 
                                                 
1 They are still used in the overflow area because page stealing may occur.  
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DB2 will automatically and dynamically decide which indexes to cache based on current workload 
access patterns. 
 
A new DB2 storage pool has been created in V12 to host the FTBs; its size is determined by the 
INDEX_MEMORY_CONTROL parameter.  
Possible values are:  

 AUTO; DB2 will size the FTB storage pool to the maximum between 20% of the total 
allocated buffer pool size and 500MB; it’s the default; 

 DISABLE; DB2 will disable the FTB functionality; 
 A value in the 500-200,000 MB range; DB2 will size the FTB storage pool based on that 

value. 
When in data sharing it’s recommended that all members use the same setting. 
 
More real memory is obviously required to exploit FTB.  
 
The following metrics are produced by the class 8 statistics trace, for each index cached in FTB, 
and collected in the new IFCID 389:  

 QW0389DB; the database ID; 
 QW0389OB; the index page set ID; 
 QW0389PT; the partition number; 
 QW0389LV; the number of index levels in the FTB; 
 QW0389SZ; the size of the fast traversal block (FTB), in bytes. 

 

4 Fast insert 
 
A new fast insert algorithm named “insert algorithm 2” is introduced with DB2 V12. 
The new algorithm is designed to avoid page contention and uncommitted space information from 
the space map pages, which may cause suboptimal space usage, when multiple agents go to the 
same location. 
It uses internally an in-memory pipe of pages to be used by the different agents. In data-sharing 
each member has its' own pipe2. 
 
The new algorithm is currently applicable only to Member Cluster UTS.  
 
The new DEFAULT_INSERT_ALGORITHM parameter is provided to govern fast insert usage.  
Possible values are:  

 1; insert algorithm 1; the old one; 
 2; insert algorithm 2; the fast insert algorithm; it’s the default for eligible table spaces 

 
Using fast insert requires some more memory for the pipes needed by qualified table space or 
partition and data-sharing member. 
 
The following metrics are produced by the class 3 accounting trace and collected in IFCID 003:  

 QWAX_PIPE_WAIT; the total wait time for pipe wait; 
 QWAX_PIPEWAIT_COUNT; the total number events for pipe wait  

                                                 
2 No more details have been disclosed from IBM until now. 
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5 Summary 
 
Every new DB2 version introduces new functions and modifies the existing ones.  
Therefore, new metrics are provided, some metrics assume a different meaning and some others 
become obsolete. 
The bottom line is that all the programs and tools used to analyze DB2 performance have to be 
updated. Even if not all the needed information is available yet, we are already working at EPV for 
DB2 V14 … 


